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.~ ABSTRACT 
. . 
-· ,_ - - . 
This thesis represents an attempt to clax-i.fy the 
relation between rf~an~c.~n~entalism and 1!!2:PY-Dick. Cri tic.~l ... 
opinions are readily ~vailable for documentation of both 
the conclusion that _lvloby-Dick is undeniably a transcendental 
novel, and that ~ioby-uick represents a denial of Transcend-
entalism by Melville. 
An investigation of i1elville's-interest in philosophy 
includes a consideration of his reading, his correspondence, 
and the findings of previous commentators. 1-fis treatment of 
Transcendentalism within Moby-Dick is studied through its 
relation to important elements of the novel, such as philo-
sophy, science, religion, fate, and the quest motif. 
The conclusion is that, while certain themes within 
the book parallel elements of Transcendentalism, Moby-Dick 
represents a denial of transcendental thought. 
,. 
,· ., 
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CHAP ·r.ER I 
IN'l'RUDUC'fION 
.., -
-
2 
1·· - . . - - . . .. 
It is .... jl!§t · .and_.v.a tural .t.l1at_ .a._g_re_a t m.a~s-.o.f inter- - .. ·- - - -- ..... -
pretive scholarship should be devoted to Melville's Moby-}... . 
Dick, for the novel is increasingly recognized as tl1e one 
truly great Alnerican fictional work. D. ri. Lavw1rence has 
said of ~loby-Dick: it is "one of the strangest and most 
wonderful books in the world·. ul It is more tl1an the novel's 
reputation that justifies the attention lavished on it, how-
ever; the aura of ambiguity with \\Thicl1 ~lelville has sur-
rounded both the book and its meaning presents an intel-
lectual cl1allenge of the highest order to every careful 
reader. Investigation and vigorous questioning are neces-
sary preludes to an understanding of this book in which, 
as francis u. li.la tthiesson says in his American llenaissance, 
"every natural fact is a symbol of some spiritual fact."2 
This characteristic of Moby-~ick makes it as inevi-
table as it is paradoxical that as commentary after 
1n. H. Lawrence, "Herman Melville's Moby:-Dick," Studies in Classic American Literature (Ne\v York, 1955), 
p. 172. 
2Francis u. r.'iatthiesson, American Renaissance 
~New York, c 1941), p. 242. .,.·; 
:_;::._· 
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- - --- --
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3 
commentary is published, new questions are posed that ,make 
necessary the interpretin~ of some of the interpretations 
th·a-t -have &--lre2.dy appeared.. 
_ .just this situation that has provided the bep.-inninr:r noint 
_ of _ t,_h.i-s- C" +- U r4. V 
...; "" '-'l .._ • 
-
/ 
. . . ~ . . . . . . 
- .;, ... ' ~ -· . 
fv!y concern is with the n r~b lern ~lJ..C_Q_\.~ r:_te :n~ d ~.r~ -'>. .. -~··-- .... ..,__ ..__,...__. 
-
reader of r-1obv-Dick i·1ho mig-ht notice the oft-recurring con-
demnations and satire directed at philosophers and nhiloso-
phies. One might assume, with apparently adequate document~-
tion for such a .belief, that Moby-Dick could be used to 
,----- counter any suggestion that t~elville r.1ight be considered as 
having a philosophical nature. A surprise comes, however, 
in reading Professor Matthiesson's authoritative American 
Renaissance in which Melville is classed with Emerson, and 
both are referred to as "transcendentalists". 3 To demonstrate 
that Professor Matthiesson is not alone in detecting philo-
sophical overtones in Melville's writings, it is necessary 
only to quote one respected scholar of -American literature, 
Perry r.1111er; he concludes, in his article "~elville and 
Transcendentalism," that !V!obv-Dick is "implacably, defiantly, 
and unrepentantly Transcendental. " 4 
In Moby-Dick, Melville's pokes at philosophy are 
3Matthiesson, p. 242. 
4Perry Miller,. "Melville and Transcendentalism," Moby-Dick Centennial Essays -(Jlpallas, 1953), p. 152. 
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4 
aimed, with but one exception,5 at systems of philosophy 
. ' 
ot~_~r_ t~an TranscendentHlism, an<i,_ if taken .in their __ litera_l 
sense rather than a~plying to philosophy in gen_eral, it 
mi p;ht be argued that r-1e 1 ville could somehot•J divorce Trans-
.., -
.. - ---- . 
.. 
... - -... 
~endentalism from •philosophy, 111 and exnres s ~is dfssatis :tac..:. 
...... -·-·-· _,__ ........ _ ... -. --· ..... __ -----....... #·-·---w•.-.· -~ --....-~· .... -~-........... ....-----~- --.--;i.-..,... ~ ....,.. ..... 
r 
tion solely with the latter. It is only necessary to go to 
I 
Pierre, however, to prove thi.s suggestion to be false: t 
... 
Wherefore we see that the so-called Transcendentalists 
are not the only people who deal in transcendentals. 
On the contrary, v!e seer.1 to see that the Utilltarians,---
the everyday ,,1orl.d's reonle themselves, far tra.nscend 
those inferior Tianscendentalists bv their own incom-
,' 
nrehensible worldlv ~axiMs. And--what is vastlv more--
. .. '-' 
with the one oarty, their transcendentals are but 
theoretic and inactive, and therefore harmless; 
whereas with the 6other, they are actually clothed in living deeds. 
- ' 
Here, Melville is mainly concerned with the Utilitarians, 
but the passage serves the purpose of demonstrating his 
dislike for the Transcendentalists. To add to this impres-
sion, moreover, it is only necessary to read some oertinent 
scholarly articles concerned ~Tith other r1elville 1t1or-ks. 
Egbert 011 ver, for instance, 111rote his article, "Cock-a.-
5 
Herr.1an Tv!elville, !·~oby-Dick, r.J. s. r~ansfield and 
H • P • ''inc en t , e d s • ( Nev: Y or k , 19 5 2 ) , n • 4 4 4 • A 11 . 
references to T~oby-Dicl{ 1·1111 be to this definltive edition, 
unless noted othervrise, and will be incorporated in the text. 
6 
Herman Melville, Pierre (Hendricks House, New 
York, 1957), p. 308. 
) 
·- ----- ... _....,. ___ --::. 
;•' 
y 
,I( , ,., 
j: -
... 
.5 
doodle Do and Transcendent al Hocus Po~us, "7 to prove his , 
theorv that PeJ.vi lle' :=:: _short st cry, "Cock-a-doodle Do;"· · - · · 
was wrltten as a satire on Transcendent~llsm. In addition, 
Carl Van Vechten had a similar nurnose in writin~ about 
rile 1 ville' s "The Confide nee f-1:an" : 
"!,':elville simnlv carrie_d_ · 
-- ... -~-. 
Brook '."arm to the deck of a Mississip!)i steamboat• as in 
Mardi he had carried Eurone to the South Seas. Emerson is 
the confidence man, Emerson who nreached bein~ rood, not 
doinr- good, behaviour rather than service •• 
• • At any 
rate, here ~1e 1 ville has his revenge on those who accused him 
earlier in his career of transcendental leanin~s. This is 
the great Transcendent al sat ire." 8 
These comments serve as an introduction to the back-
ground of this study and furnish the base for a statement of 
the problem to which the study is directed. First, !!elville 
included in his writin~s many statements which express dis-
satisfaction with philosophy, includin~ Transcendentalism, 
and critics have attempted, thou~h with questionable success, 
to nrove that t\-to of f'lielville's stories are satires directed ... 
at Transcendentalism; second, as we have seen, completely 
7 
Egbert S. 011 ver, "Cock-a-doodle Do and Trans-
cendental Hocus Pocus," NEQ, XXI (1948), 204-16. 
8
carl Van Vechten, "The Later Works of Herman 
Melville," Excavations (New York, 1926), 87. 
:-9 ..... ...;:........_ ·- -· 
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6 
opposite points of view to these have been advanced: 
.. - - ··-
Professor l\iattiiiesson has referred to lvlelvillE1 as a Trans-
cende11talist. and Professor t'liller has said that .t.lelville 's 
• 
·- - :fz..ans·cc11ue.11 tal. ,., ··-·-- · · ----- ---· -~ - ·- · -- -
'lbe conflict of ideas is obvious, but nowhere in 
print can there be found a completely satisfactory explana-
tion of the cause of the disag_reement. For instance, Profes-
sor ivliller's judgment of the philosopl1y of lvloby-Dick is 
based only on his opinion that, though the tale is one of 
tragecly, it does not despair. llis conclusion seems simply 
to be that if 1he book does not despair, then it must be 
Transcendental • 
In this study, I intend to classify the relation 
of Transcendentalism, with its emphasis on intuitive rather 
than ernpirical l~owledge, to some of the major themes de-
veloped in l\loby-Diclc. · I shall discuss, first, l\1elville 's 
acquain_tance with l)l1ilosophy and his interest in pl1ilosoph-
ical concepts, and second, the satire on philosophy, the 
role of science, religion, fate, and the quest motif with 
~· 
emphasis on how these themes relate to Transcendentalism. 
9Miller, p. 152. 
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I, 
J\1ELVILLB t S Il-.J'I'.EilliSrf Ii'J PilILOSOPI-fY 
__ ,_._ . --~-- - -
I A li tcral acceptarrce of the anti-pl1ilosophical 
understanding of his attitude toward .. some aspects of pl1ilo-
sophy. It is necessary to counterbalance these comments 
wi tl1 an examination of lvielville 's reading, his letters, ~ 
and his interest in philosopl1y, wi tl1 the object of demon-
strating that t,lelville ,vas not, as his writings migl1t be 
taken to indicate, opposed to philosophy, if that word may 
be defined as the study of the truths underlying lmowledge. 
Al tl1ough l\iel ville could say, like Ishmael, "a whale-ship 
was my Yale College and my Harvard" (p. 110), his life-long 
pursuit of truth migl1t encourage us to endow 1nore whale-
ships, and fewer colleges. But that's another matter. 
k\lilliam Braswell, in his study, Ale·lville 's l<.eligious 
Thought, states that "Plato • • • was far more frequently 
mentioned in his works than any other philosopl1er, ulO but 
it is apparent from reading l\'ielville that most of these 
references are jokes of one sort or another. Evidence of 
10william Braswell, Melville 1 s Religioup 1b.oug~~ (Durham, N. C., 1943), p. 13. 
. ) 
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8 
Melville's fa~iliarity with Plato is enlightenin~, however, 
·-· - - an-d reveals a- <lifferer1t aspect of I\1elv1lle's nature. It is 
possible to suggest t-h2.t- he ma:.1 ha,,e come in contact ·with 
----··- --~·-------~the .... \·rG-rks. G-f-- Plate. at -an Ra.rly-. -are t.e c-a-u&e ,·· :irr-F-ie·r:r·e, · · -
. ·. 
~ --
t1elville caused Pierre to recall "his fathepJ s e~-it-ion • 1 - ~ 
---• ... ..,._ o·----- _..,...... __... - -· -
of Plato."11 t~r. r1!erton Sealts, in the introduction to his 
check-list of books o\'1ned and borro1':ed by r1elville, says in 
reference to these pares: "It is by no means unlikely that 
( in these passapaes r1elville drew unon his own recollections 
of the hone of his·boyhood." 12 Plato's works are not included 
in the list, but r~r. Se alts is careful to noint out that his 
- I 
comnilation should serve as a guide only, and comments, 
. 
"Ho,~1 larP"e a part of the library these books represent is 
not known, hol'1ever. " 13 
A more valuable indication of r~e 1 ville' s far.i lia:ri tv 
L 
with Plato is contained in a letter ,,.,hich r·~elville v1rote to 
Evert Duyckinck, from whose library he borrowed many books, 
on .April 5, 1849, before r;Tobv-Dick \vas begun: "I bou~ht 
11 r-~elville, Pierre, p. 293. 
12 r~erton r~. Sealts, "f·1elville's Readinh; A Check-
List of Books Ov1ned and Borrowed," I-Iarvard lTniversity 
Bulletin, II (19L18), 145, 
l 3 s e a 1 t s , " f-".e 1 vi 11 e ' s Re ad in g • • • , " 14 2 • 
• 
'ii 
- -: . -·. - - - - -
-- ·----- ... -- --
- ... -- .... ·--
... __ --· 
( 
...... ':"'" -
_, .. ~-
9 
a set of Bayle's Dictionary the other day, and on my return 
.. to New York intend to lay the great old folios side by side 
a11d go to sleep on them thro' the summer, with the Phaedon 
in his-- !f€rm~n 1·ielville ,--acJds a -r1rrte on this-··ser1ter1ce: --- nsi.r·--· 
Thomas Browne. in two volumes, Melville had borrowed from 
Evert Duyckinck in 1847 or 1848. The 1686 folio of Browne's 
works is one of the books fllelville bought in London in 
December. 1849." 15 
r~elville's admiration for Bayle's Dictionary is well 
documented by Miss f-11llicent Bell in her article, "Pierre 
.-
Bay le and Moby-Dick, nl6 and his respect for Sir Thomas Browne 
is demonstrated by his purchase of Browne's works after he 
had borrowed a copy from Duyckinck during the previous year. 
It seems unlikely that Melville would have included Plato's 
Phaedo in the company of Bayle and Browne if he had not been 
1~ Melville's reference is to Pierre Bayle's The Dictionary Historical and Critical of Mr. Peter Bavle, 5 vols., trans. (London, 1734-38).-f1elville's letter appears in The TJetters of Herman t-1elville, edited by Merrell R. Davis and William H. Gilman (New Haven, 1960), pp. 83-84. 
15~.·/illard Thorp, Herman r1elville (N. Y., c 1938), note #4, p. 430. 
16 
.11111cent Bell, "Pierre Bayle and Moby-Dick," PML,A.,. LXVI (1951), 626-4·8. 
''! ". 
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10 
familiar·and pleased \'11th it. 
· f'1·r. Sea·lts - provide·s ·the· ·la·st -p·iece · ·of ·information 
in a second article; "f1elville's ~Ieoplatonical Ort~inals." 
----- -·- .................................................. . 
He -states t-hat -r~el\'·ille· kn2·(1 ~everal cf --the- Plat-cnic dia-
----~ .. -
"' . , -· .......... ..... 
-- --- --· ,..... __ .. - --~.......-. 
lop:-ues and somethinr-: of tieonlatonic thour-:ht. 
·-· .-.--- ,--•·• I -·---•-.,. ••• -
He is certain 
of Melville's acquaintance with The Six Books of Proclus on 
-------- -
the Theology of Plato on the basis of borro'i1ings from it in 
some of the mock-philosophical passages of Mardi. 17 With 
these comments as evidence, it is readily demonstrated that 
Melville took an active interest in philosophy, reading it 
and using it in his writing. In addition to this type of 
familiarity, ·however, Melville's correspondence reveals 
another aspect of this interest • 
On February 24, 1849, Melville wrote a letter to 
Evert Duyckinck, two sentences of which are the first known 
., 
reference by r .. 1elville to Ralph w. Emerson: "I have heard 
I 
Emefson since I have been here. Say what they will: he's a 
p:reat man." 18 This letter undoubtedly refers to one of the 
lectures which Emerson was then giving in Boston, but 
l7~1erton M. Sealts, "Melville's Neoplatonical 
Originals," MLN, LXVII (1952), 80. 
18 Davis and Gilman, p. 77. 
\ 
I .: 
.... · .. 
--
- 11 
it is impossible to determine just which lecture Melville 
- r.n~ cf \...~,., l"\T.tn -.r.\~Mh.h~s· -~:~~t"'-o.r.-J-no• if -'~~1v-'-1~-e-trad- -r~s.,·len· - - - - ------. --- - ·-"'"- . . - ,. · - - - - - - - - - - - ~· • - · - - i ;-... ..::,- - ~ n • ,- fl'- .1.. u. t-" - <..1 - v u .L ''-~-~ 1 !:":i __ _ _ l '1-..:.; J. J. a. .L 
-· - ' .... -.. _ ........ _ 
::............ ' 
. - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - . - - _,. _ ................, 
~Je11 Enr,::land 1 ·~ fo-r -~errl r.~arch 
, ......... 
-- - - ... ._. . --'ll.~ ".. -~ -
-·-- - --· .. 
·-
3, 1849, !·1elville t,1rote to-'-him, re'{e~ling ciear_ly l}i_~---· 
~- -- -- . ·--- ...... _..._ ·- ~ 
opinion of Emerson at that time: 
Nay, I do not oscillate in Emerson's rainbow, 
but prefer rather to hanr Myself in mine own halter 
than swinr in any other man's swing. o •• I was 
very avreeably disappointed in Mro Emerson. I had 
heard of him ~s full of transcendentalisms, myths 
and orEtcular gibberish; I had only' ~lanced at a book 
of his once in Putnam's store~~that was all I knew 
of him 9 till I heard him lectureo--To my surprise, I 
found him quite intelli~ible 9 tho' to say truth, 
they told me that that nirht he was unusually plain.--
Now, there is a something about every man elevated 
above mediocrity, vrhich is, for the most part, 
instinctivelv nerceotible. This I see in r~ro Emerson. ~ " . 
And, frankly, for the sake of the ar~ument, let us 
call hi~ a fool;--then I had rather be a fool than 
a \'Tise mane o o o 
I could readily see in Emerson, notwithstanding 
his merit, a gaping flaw. It was, the insinuation, 
that had he lived in those davs wben the world was .. 
made, he might have offered some valuable sugrestions. 
These men are all cracked right across the broi,1. • • • 
But enough of this Plato who talks thro• his nose .19 
This letter indicates that Melville had done no 
significant reading of Emerson's writings, at least before 
March· 3, 1849. It does demonstrate clearly, however, 
Melville's interest in Emerson and his admiration for 
some, if not all, of his characteristics. 
.. . • 19oavis and Gilman, pp. tB-79 • 
.• " 
--
.. 
·, 
,, 
i 
.I 
' . 
-··· .~. ··,. 
... 
,. 
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12 
... 
During September of the same year, Melville wrote 
.. to his fat.her-in-law, Justice Lemuel· Shaw, about prepar1a-
-
- ':" ·!· - • - .. - - -
t 1 on s for_ a t r 1 p t o Euro n e : " In wr· i t 1 n r t-o · y o tl th-e · other ---- --- - ~ -----
V day con~~:rnlng the l~tters of introdU-ction, -I --f-Crfrct to 
·- - . -
s·ay, that could you c~_1:v~~ient_~~----~-rocure me o ..12~ fr9n:': .. -~!~~~ 
·-· - ..... --· -
Emerson to Mr. Carlyle, I should be obli~ed to you •• • • 
If, beside a letter to Mr. Carlyle, Mr. Emerson could give 
you other letters, I should be pleased. 1120 
_J 
This letter, of course, demonstrates no personal 
relationship between Emerson and Melville, but it does sug-
gest that Melville was well aware of the reputation which 
Emerson had gained in Great Britain, as well as in the 
United States. (Melville appears not to have received any 
letters to Carlyle, or to ~nyone else, from Emerson. 21 ) 
More definite evidence of the relationship between 
Melvili.e and Emerson during that year, 1849, comes from a 
letter written by the wife of f~athaniel IIawthorne. She, 
Sophia, wrote to her mother, describin~ the character and 
habits of the "strange" r.1r. r1elville who came frequently to 
visit her husband: "He was very careful not to interrupt 
20oavis and Gilman, p. 90. 
21Eleanor M. Metcalf, Herman Melville, Clcle and Epicycle (Cambridge, 1953), p. 18. 
. -· , .. --,: 
-.. '•- -~.,-.... _. 
it 
-
·. - -·--- ... 
.. 
-.-~·· ..... - ... 
Mr. Hawthorne's morninrs--when he was here. He generally 
walked off sonewhere--and one mornin~ he shut himself-
13 
into the boudoir and read r~r. Emerson's Cssavs in nresence 
. - . 
- - -
---
of our beautiful nicture [a p_o~t-~J.t _ .o.f ___ b.in1$_e._.lf,. _ttrii __ gJ1 ... _ 
.. ,,....,,,.- -- . - --4'. ·- .- - -· ---..-. 
Emerson -had given the- I-iav,thornes J. 02 2 
-
----- ...-.~ .............. -· -··· . -~ .. - .... . . . - ..... .__ ..__ - - - ·- - -- - - .... - - - . 
No other infornation on the relationship of Melville 
to Emerson is accentable for consideration, thou~h both 
volumes of Emerson's Essavs 2re included in the Sealts check-,., 
list, as well as The Conduct of Life and a book of his poems; 
-- ----- -
the dates inscribed in them shoi-1 that none v1ere in !-1elville's 
possession before I·'.oby-Dick was published. 23 This does not 
mean, of course, tha't l~elville did not borrow either volume 
of the Essays, as is demonstrated by his use of the Hawthorne 
family coov. 
, .. 
vlilliam Braswell's article, ''Melville as a 
Critic of Emerson," while revealing r1elville's approval of 
Emerson's mastery of rhetoric and love of goodness and his 
disapproval of what seemed Emerson's intellectual smu~ness 
and failure to appreciate man's suffering, provides no fur-
ther evidence of their relationshio. 24 In sumMarizing, no 
22 ice t ca 1 f .. p • 91 • 
2 3seralts, "r1elv1lle's Neoplatonical Originals," 80. 
24 
·v11111arn Braswell, "r'1elvi,lle as a Critic of 
Emerson," AL, IX (Nov., 1937), 317-:334. 
...:...-:.-.· 
; .· 
- - - -- -.. - . ... .·· •: -
- - -
. --- ...... ~. 
--
'\,..,,..I ,I 
14 
conclusion can be more definite than the statement that 
Melville- was, before Moby~D1ck was published, aware of 
Emerson's stature as a philosooher and interested enough 
in __ h1S. __ _1deas _to at tend a le ctu.re b_y __ birn, _and __ t_o s pe_nd, a.t _____ _ 
- - - . - -- . -
. ... - .·; - -. ... .. 
-·--·-···----- - - - - - .. - - .... - .- :..,.- -·- - ... - - - - -- - - ___ .,... . 
least a mornin~ readinr his Essays. 
- . ·--- ....,.._ __ . -- ....... -- - . 
--- ..... Jar. ·- --- - ~ ...,_.~ ~--...................... . .1 • ..., --·- -· ............ . __ .................. 
To amplify all these suggestions, it is helpful to 
determine the depth of Melville's interest in philosophy. 
Did he read desultorily in the works of the philosophers 
and their interpreters, interested only in findinp: some new .. 
material to 'civilize' the adventurous experiences about 
which he wrote? The answer reveals Melville's interest and 
competence in the problems and terminology of philosophy. 
Mr. Sealts, as previously noted, provides some information 
on Melville's interes·ts prior to the commencement of Moby-
Dick; ~1elville v1as "turning his attention to philosophy in 
1848." During the following year, a note dated October 13, 
1849, was recorded by Melville in his journal and is includ-
ed in the notes to the definitive edition of r1oby-Dicjs_; it 
/ describes hi's ffea voyage from New York to London: "vlalked 
the deck with the German, Mr. Adler, till a late hour, talk-
7 
ing of 'Fixed Fate, Free will, fore-knowledge absolute' and 
C" (p. 726). In a supplementary note to this edition, 
· ... 
._,. 
·.' ..,,. . ,. 
. ·1 
15 
the editors provide an il1uminating clue to the type of 
. . - . 
company and conversation 1ivhicl1 ilel ville sought: "Aboard 
,, 
the So~thamP,t,on and afterward in London and_ .l?aris, in 1849, 
\ 
-,~ 
·' 
···;.... 
~·i · · -l\1~_1vil-le __ d~scus_sed [)hilosophy at grea.t · 1engt.!1 \tith- Frar1klin 
;,,:·· . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... 
,• - - - - - .... - - - - .... - - - - - - .. ·- - - - - .. - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~·: 
·,~ 
_\'.· 
.':";: 
!:·r' . 
:r· 
...:.' 
1111 
-· -..f:.J- --· -· -.; .... ~ _ Tay l9J_, wl10. l!sP.-,a·~· iJ~ideJ__be rg PlJ-ft-_J)tt...t .a,ng Geor-.ge .-,J~ .i.\.dler, 
~ ' 
I 
professor of German at New York University--both well 
informed" (note, p. 766). 
The in1plica tions of tl1ese notes are obvious, and 
they serve to counter the popular view of Melville as the 
... 
''man who lived with the cannibals, u25 a view whicl1 he 
,J 
rightly detested. tiis interest in pl1ilosophy rnust be con-
tinuously emphasized, however, because, like ~.loby-Dick, 
Melville suffers tl1e consequences of presenting an adven-
turous exterior as the hiding shield of a deep inner per-
sonality. It has been all to easy for the adventure to be 
glorified, and the philosophical ruminations forgotten. 
, 
25Raymond M. Weaver, l-lerman Melville, Mariner 
and Mystic \I'Jew York, c 1921), pv: 129. 
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C!lAPTER Ill 
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P1iILOSOP1f~f, SCIENCE, llliLIGION, FAT.B, 
AflD 'rllli QUES'l, 1111()'1,IF 
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-··-·- ----- - -~-- - _·.;.-_,_ .... - -·-~--..... :·· .' 
.. 
. . - . . .. -· """':"" '-· .. 
·----~---~- ·: ... ·~~- -~--~!··· :.:.. .--·· .- ~-
... _. ...... 
- - - . . - --F·ive basic elements of lvloby-Diclc can be ·related to _______ -----'--:.·:· .... --· 
.,.. 
-(r._. .. ...,_. ...._. .. - -........ ,..._. -- •-" • . W-. .-.-,. a& ·- , • 
the question of the possible presence of Transcendental 
.themes within the novel; they are, first, the attacks on 
philosophy; second, the role accorded to science; third, 
the treatment of religion; fourth, the use of the theme of 
fate; and fifth, the meaning of the quest motif. To 
tl1wart the attaclis of readers who migl1t use 1-.1elville's 
comments on philosophy to accuse critics of seeing in Moby-
Dick ''what is not fairly there," first attention will be 
given to these comments. 
0ne has only to turn to page two to find Ishmael 
speal(ing the first of raany such ivlelvillean sallies: "Let 
the most absent-minded of men be plunged in his deepest 
reveries--stand that man on his legs, set his feet a-going, 
and he will infallibly lead you to water, if water there be 
in all that region. Should you ever be athirst in the gteat 
American desert, try this experiment, if your caravan happen 
to be supplied with a metapl1ysical professor. Yes, as every-
one knows, meditation and water are vvedded forever." 
Ishmael utters the second of these comments on 
) . 
.  
"1· 
· ..... 
. - 17 
- -· ........ 
page 50: "So soon as I hear that such or such a man gives 
himself out for a philosopher, I conclude that, like the 
d·yspeptic old woman, he must have 'broken his di.Q"ester. '" 
On oa~e 15?, there 1.s a __ warninp- to ~Iantucket -wh~--1-e-ship - -. --
_. .. 
owners: "Be11-1are -of enlisting in your virilant fisheries 
-- -
,.., .. -.. ....... ,._ ·~- ............ .,._ ·- .. - . .,.. _,, -- ..... ......, ~ -
----- p,-,._ ·-- .A\llo...... -- --
..__ ·',. 
any lad with lean brow and hollow eye; given to unseasonable 
meditativeness; and who offers to ship with the Phaedon 
instead of Bowditch in his head. Beware of such an one, 
I say: your whales must be seen before they can be killed; 
and this sunken-eyed yo~ng Platonist will tow you ten wakes 
round the world, and never make you one pint of sper~ the 
richer." On the following pag-e, 157, the warning is directed 
to this ''sunken-eyed young Platonistn with a leaning toward 
masthead reveries: "But while this sleep, this dream is 
1l' 
on ye, move your foot or hand an inch; slip your hold at all; 
and your identity comes back in horror. Over Descartian 
vortices you hover. And perhaps, at mid-day, in the fairest 
weather, with one half-throttled shriek you drop through 
that transparent air into the summer sea, no more to ~1se 
forever. Heed 1 t we 11, ye Pantheists!" 
Next, on page 326, Ishmael describes the balancing 
of the Pequod with a sperm whale lashed on one side and a 
right whale on the other: 
' , 
' 
"j 
," 
,, 
.... ...-' 
. - - - . -- -· ,_ ·- - ·--. :.; - . 
.,._.. .. ... ~ .... : ...... --· -
.., 
I 
As before, the Pequod ~teeply leaned over towards the sperm whale's head, now, by the counterpoise 
of both heads, she rer.a1rted her e 1 . r.en keel; thourrh -
sorely strained, you may well believeo So~ when· on 
one slde you holst in T.,ocke 's head.5) you p-o over tha.t 
way; but now, on the other side, hoist in Kant's 
and v ou come back a rain: but in ve rv n_oor. n 1 :l~t'l t. &., _., < 
- ' J ~ 
-· 
- • 
• Thtiss same ~1nds for ever keep trirnminp boat. Oh, 
18 
ye foolish r-~-· throi-1 all these thunder-heads overboard, 
·--arrd then you wirl fTOat--··1i~ht and rf-~ht _--- ·-- ...... ·---~-·-
This is follo\-1ed by the observant Ishmael's comment on 
the expressions on the two whales' faces (p. 334): "Does 
not this whole head seem to speak of an enormous practical-
( 
resolution in facing death? This Right Whale I take to 
have been a Stoic; the Sperm Whale, a Platonian, who might 
have taken up Spinoza in his latter years." 
The final lines of the description of the "P:ood 
old head foremost delivery" of Tashtego, from his spermy 
casket in a sinkin~ whale's head, are these on page 343: 
"How many, think ye, have likewise fallen into Plato's 
honey head, and s,,.,eetly nerished there?"·· And Ishmael, 
speaking of the beef, beer, and bread reportedly stowed on 
Dutch whalers of olden times, concludes (pp. 443-44): "At 
the time, I devoted three days to the studious digestin~ 
of all this beer, beef, and bread, durin~ which many pro-
~· found thoughts were incidentally su~fested to me, canable 
of a transcendental and Platonic application. ,, • • • 
... -
. ,; :.· ··.:.. _;... . . 
vlhy did r1elville include these comments in Mobv-D1ck? I 
The seemingly obvious answer, that he was writ1n~ what he 
., 
., 
. . . ., 
19 
felt, if accepted without reservation, wo~ld require that 
~ - - - -\·te judge ~1e 1 ville' s st a ter1en ts -as- li t-era-1 e-x-rre s s i.ons- -o-f. - - - - -
his thoufhts. This is not necessary, _however, for several 
.r 
..... -- ... ...- -...... -~ ............. ~--· . 
........ - .... . . ... . - ·- , .... 
.., 
.. 
inclusion of the criticisms. Pirst, tne 'temper of the times,' 
if investigated., reveals a ready reason for T-~e1,,; lle to i,:rite 
as he did of philosophy durin~ the 1840's or 50's. Henry D. 
Gray describes the era in his CDcrson: A Statement of New 
England Transcendentalism~ Exnressed in the Philosophy of 
its Chief Exnonent in this wav: .. 
The first announcenents of Transcendentalism were 
inco~prehensible, Rnd hence an icnediate source of 
~irth to 'ordin2.ry' and 'sensible' peo9le; an 
abstruser1ess of utterance v.1 2 .. s so often cor:'!t,ined 
with the eccentricitv of conduct that it was easv 
" 
I.I 
to lausl1 8.t both of then together. Even the scholarly 
and the lcar~ned vJere bewildered bv the fj_rst ,,.,ritings. 
of Ernerson and J\lcott. • • • 'rI1rar1scer1dentalisr:1' 
was the na~e applied to whatever lay beyond the realm 
of cannon 3~nse, whether in thoufht, language or 
behavior.2° 
It was not only the critics, speaking with the benefit of 
hindsifht, who noticed the over-zealousness of the beliefs 
of the time, for even Emerson commented on it: "vlhen we 
come out of the caucus, or the, bank, or the Abolition-con-
vention, or the Temperance-meeting, or the Transcendental 
club into the fields and woods, she [Nature] says to us, 
26 ~ Henry D. Gray, Emerson: ! Statenent of New 
England Transcendentalism~ Expressed in the Phllqsophy of 
its Chief Exponent (Stanford, 1917), p.-S-. 
• • ,. . L. -----
,, -· ___ ....,.. 
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'So hot? my little S1r!'" 2 7 
Although it vras espectally popttlar to-- ridicule 
, , Transcendentalism v1hen f'~e 1 ville 111as \'1ri tinrr, 1 t nust not 
be forp;otten ·-that philosophy_ ~n,9 __ i_t-~. p_r..op_onen.ts have, in.---
--- ..... --
t 
many ages, been tl1e butt of popular jokes as vrell as the 
victims of mis-concept ions regardi11g tr1eir· be lief~:r. This is 
as true of Plato's writings as of any other philosopher, and 
is described by Paul Shorey in his Platonism, Ancient and 
f'10dern: ''They [Plato's writinr-:s] have been and still are 
endlessly quoted in the literature df superstition and 
mysticism by a mob of incredible twaddle-churners • • • who 
have made Platonism a byeword with rational men." ?8 Melville 
took full advantage of the characteristics of philosophical 
thought which lent themselves readily to lampooning. His 
rhetorical style is particularly successful in sustaining 
the effect of this device, as can be seen in passages from 
Moby-Dick, particularly the lines quoted fully above consti-
tuting the ,.,.,arning to Nantucket ship-owners: "Beware of 
enlisting in your vigilant fisheries any lad with lean brow 
and hollow eye •• • • Beware of such an one, I say ••• 
~ 
27Ralph W. Emerson, Essays: First Series (Boston, 18 8 7) , p. 12 9. 
28Paul Shorey, Pl~tonism Ancient and Modern (Berkeley, 1938), pp. 4?-Q8. 
.,,. 
, .. 
" 
·-~·-· .~ ........ 
... -- . 
~!·' 
... 
l,n ,11,, 
this sunken eyed young Platonist will tow you ten wakes 
round the i,rcrld. 
" • • • 
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IIe1"e, then, are likely reasons for an author to in-
,., ___ -·_-_··-~:- c) .. ude materia.l in his book; th_e subj_ect, _ :?_ttack~" on phi lo-
sophy in Melville's case 1 is a popular one with ready accept-
.. ' ... ,.. ' - - ,. _, .. ., . . -. - . -·. . ,,,,,_.. .... . -
ance by a large number of readers, and it lends itself to 
adaptation to the author's particular style. These factors, 
however, are presented not\ to prove that Melville was in full 
agreement with any principles of philosophy, but to demon-
strate that a purely literal interpretation of his words 
' 
might be misleading. A reasonable conclusion which might 
be drawn from Melville's use of the strictures adds, to the 
temper of the times and to his literary style, the fact of 
I. 
-his realizatr.ton of the limitations of philosophy. He por-
trayed, as the o~tcome of a philosophical reverie, the half-
throttled shriek of the Pantheist dropping from the mast-head 
-- into the sea. f·1elv1lle was interested in philosophy, as 
demonstrated previously in Chapter Two, and made use of it 
for literary and popular appeal, ·but yet.was aware that it~ 
could not answer all of the questions for which man desired 
ansl'1ers. 
/ 
The second element of f·1oby-Dick to. be considered is 
Melville's treatment of science~ particularly in the ceto-
logical ch~pters. This element is similar to the criticisms 
-- .··:-· -·· 
.. .. . ., .. 
... I • •-
• 
22 
of philosophy in that many readers and critics have ques-
it is true that the re~so~ for the inclusion of this 
--- --~at.eri.a-:.. is not readily apnarent~ --To illt~str-at-e-·th-i-s---- - . . - - ': .-·, .:., : 
statement, it.is only necessary to recall that Somerset 
:"~ -- " ••• ~ ··---·-. -.--~- .__ • ""· .... • • . ·~-·-~. -·.. ... .. _"'1'...,._\r __ -. ' _ .. ~-·· ... ~ J.f"' - • 
Maugham entirely deleted the cetological chapters from the 
version of the'novel which he edited. 
Howard P. ilincent, in his book The Trying-Out of 
· 29 Moby-Dick, advanced a thesis explaininf the inclusion of 
the cetological chapters which is generally accepted by 
critics today. He explained that r~elville had begun to 
write an ordinary tale of th~ whalin~ industry, but was 
seized by the inspiration to write a tale with the 'truth 
of life' in it while reading Shakespeare during the summer 
'r ·/'-
of 1850. This, of course, suggests that the cetological 
chapters were a valuable part of Mobv-Dick as initially 
conceived, with the symbolism of Ahab and the hunt added 
later •. Richard Chase, however, presents a different view, 
suggesting that the cetological chapters were not a part 
. 
of the original narrative, and were not added as padding, 
but just as the materials of an epic had been added by 
29 Ho,Alard P. Vincent, The Trying-Out of r-1oby-Dick 
(Boston, 1949). 
·• 
-
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Homer, V1rgi1, and Camo@ns.3° In addition, other logical 
reasons have been set __ f.orth- -as- -ex-nlanations for the ere;.; 
--·· ·----------------- ... l - - - - - - - - .:- - - - - - - - -
sence of __ th.e -Cetolop.:i-0a1 material. It may, for instance, -- - -. - -:- -
have been Melville's way of explainin~ to his nublic th~_ · 
-----
, ... ~--· 
_,_. ____ ..__..._ ~ 
-
details of iJevl Enr land's most import ant industry, _ a_!'l<i. t}]e _ 
~..., ,- -., . ·-w~ 
whale upon which it all depended. Another reason mi~ht be· 
that the chapters were meant to serve as a unifying element 
throughout the book, and to provide the reader with transi-
tional filler, linking the various episodes of adventure 
which might otherwise have appeared as disconnected events. 
All of these reasons cannot, however, subordinate a purpose 
of the chapters which Melville went to great lengths to 
emphasize, that is, the failure of science to adequately 
describe the whale in its entirety. In fact, he suggests 
that good sense might perhaps call the whale a fish, but 
the dictates of science proscribe the use of [Ood sense. 
Ishmael does not hint at his opinion of science in 
Mob:y-Dick, he states it in explicit terms. On page 345, 
his comment on the inscrutability of the whale's face is 
phrased in this way: "PhysioP:nomy, like every other human 
science, is but a passing fable." A like statement about 
..,.,,., I 
30 
Richard Chase, "f"elville and Mob:y-Dick," 
Melville, ed. Richard Chase (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 
1962) • p. 50. 
.• 
.... --·- .... 
\. 
the l-rhale occurs on page 376: "Dissect him how I may, 
. 
. ,· . .. . .. 
· · -·· - '"· ·" · - -··then, ·I -but go· ·sirln -dee·µ; I krtb'4T him not, ·and never wi 11. 
But if I kno~,.r not e".:en the tai 1 of this whale, ho·w under-
' . . . . . . .. -----
face he has none?" 
'-#-<•... • • • . . ~-~"''" ,..,.....,,_,....,.__ ............ ,.. •• • ..•... 
On . page 4 5 l_, the_ p o1n.t __ ls __ ri.arnrne.re_d_ b.om.e _. _ .............. . 
again: "How vain and foolish, then, thought I, for timid 
untravelled man to try to comprehend aright this wondrous 
whale, oy merely poring over his dead attenuated skeleton, 
.. 
stretched in this oeaceful wood. No. Only in the heart of 
quickest perils; only when within the eddyings of his angry 
flukes; only on the profound unbounded sea, can the fully 
invested whale be truly and livinr;ly found out." The same 
ide2 (and almost words) is repeated on page 454, where Ishmael 
hits the sleepy reader over the head with an announcement of 
his device of repetition: "A significant illustration of 
the fact, again and again repeated in this book, that the 
skeleton of the whale furnishes but little clue to the shape 
of his fully invested body." As reinforcement, in a non-
cetological setting, on page 494 there is Ahab's cry as he 
smashes the navigational quadrant: "Science! Curse thee, 
thou vain toy''. A less positive but yet perhaps more mean-
ingful statement of the limits of man's skill ~ay be on 
page 547. It is the second day of the chase of I'1oby-Dick, 
and Ishmael's comment is on the skill some whale-ship 
. ... -
,_ 
I 
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captains have of predicting an unseen whale's heading and 
speed of advance: " . But to ·render this acuteness· ·at -all - · - · 
_successf_t.ll.in _t.be e·na, the wind arid .the s.ea .roust· .. be .the __ · _________ ·. 
--· r' _,,... 
Jih.e-~l..e.r1Bn's a.lli~~.; __ fqr .. o.f what present av_§.1.1_.to the becalned ___ . ___ _ 
or windbound nrtriner is the skill that assures him he is 
::-... ~ -- -· ...... , _.... ,,..,_ .......... '.•,- . -~-- -----· ... - - - . _..... . .. -·- - ··-- . .... .. -. '•• . 4aiA- ,. .... • ', ..,.. , . 
exactly ninety-three leagues and a quarter from his port?· 
Inferable fron these statements, are many collateral sub-
tile rnatters touching the chase of v:hales." In the light 
·- - --· ... _; .. '. 
of f·1elville' s invitation to infer ''many collateral subtile 
matters,'' it is not too rresumptuous to assign to r.1elville 
the view that man's knowledge has limits and that such 
knowledge leads to success only when the quest is in accord 
with the forces and facts of nature. Inferable here are 
subtle matters touching the chase of Moby-Dick (and, per-
chance, touching the chase of Moby-Dick?). 
But the most valuable source of enlightenment re-
garding the cetological·chapters is an article by J. A. Ward, 
"The Function of the Cetological Chapters in Moby-Dicl{." 
Mr. Ward explains the part that these chapters played in 
rv1elville's creative effort in this ,1ay: "All human means 
are used to examine the whale: science, legend, art, his-
tory, literature, and religion are but the most obvious; 
the examination of the whale leads to an examination of all ,,,... 
-
··'-
... ~ .. ' , . '. . . ' 
- . 
. ..,. ... _ ...... 
·-'···· -- - .... --- - - --- -
:,I 
·"'-· 
humanity and the entire universe. 11 31 From this, r•1r. vlard 
derives the follo,\Tinr; implication: "Thus the incredibly 
intense study of the ttrhale is a search for total kno\"1ledge. n32 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ' ......... ,. . , .. ' , .... ,. ... ,. ,. ,. .... ,. .. , .... "' "' ~ ,. ...... -~ ......... , .. . 
And: "The natural fact of the sper1;1 whale will not con1plete-
' ___ _.... ....... 
ly_s_ei:.·ve !.'lelville until his transcendental percepti~? ca;-· ·-
• ...... --........---.~ . .... .. . .. 
found truth of reality itself."33 VJard sums up his analvsis 
. ~ 
with a more general statement of ~elville's relation to sci-
ence, as seen in J..1oby-Dic.k.: "The burlesque of the scientific 
method is entirely consistent with the theme of the book. 
For 1 if ~oby-D1ck is on the surface a quest for the white 
whale, it is symbolically and essentially a quest for a know-
ledge of the secrets of the universe. 11 34 And finally: 
"r.1elville does not attack science for murdering to dissect 
"the whale; rather he ridicules it for the futility of its 
attempt. u35· 
Tyrus Hillway, in his article "Melville as Critic 
31 J. A. Ward, "The Function of the Cetological 
Chapters "in I\~oby-Dick," ~, XXVl.II. ~19.)·6·), 172. 
32 Ward, p. 17 3. 
3 3 VJ a rd , p • 1 7 3 • 
34 Ward, 
: .. i:· 
p. 177. 
I 
35~Jard p. 1·79. -· J 
'·\ .... 
- ' .- ' ··,, •• .- ~ ': -.-,.,. ·-'' • ,_ .•: ' . .c ',. ,'d •, ,,, .~ ,_ ·.-. ,. "'• ',, 
I 
'·' 
- --- T- - - -· - - ••--- -~ - -----,.- - ---- --- - --·- -
I t, 
.; 
· · of Science," has an appro.ach dif re.rent from vlard' s, yet 
--- - - - ·- .... - . . . 
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philosophical questions. • • • he [Melville] mistrusted the 
absurd overconfidence of the enthusiasts who thought science 
would solve every human problem!d6 · 
I 
This discussion of the purpose of the cetological 
chapters and references to science in Moby-D1ck serves to 
demonstrate that t1elville made· 'conscious use of the material 
I 
to support one of the underlying themes of the novel, that 
is, the impossibility of attaining complete knowledge or 
omniscience through an understanding of physical reality. 
A third element essential to this study is Melville's 
treatment of religion in Moby-Dick. Some introductory re-
marks are necessary, however, before presenting the actual 
references to religion which appear in the novel, and two 
sources of information are particularly valuable. First, 
Millicent Bell's article "Pierre Bayle and I1Ioby-Dick" in 
36 Tyrus Hillway, 11 r,1elville as Critic of Science," 
MLN LXV (1950), 411. 
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the September, 1951 issue of PMLA, and second, Lawrance 
- ... ---- - - - - ·- . - . - -
-
Thornoson's book Melville's Quarrel with God. Both sources 
reveai the p_res~nce of a .J.e.v_e_l __ o:r ___ l_eve).s of mean1_ng beneath_. _____ ·--··-, 
way: "The reader should quickly be able to notiee that 
Melville's uses of Biblical allusions in M¢by~D1ck are en-
dowed with equivocal and ambiguous Meanings by the larger 
context which controls them; that the conventional meanin~s 
of these Biblical allusions are exactly the meanin~s which 
Melville deliberately but· covertly satirizes; that the in-
verted meanings are those which mesh and interlock with the 
ulterior or total meaning of r~oby-Dick. 1137 Miss Bell saw 
Melville's debt to Pierre Bayle's Dictionnaire Historique 
et Critiaue, a work Melville owned, but Thompson best des-
-
cribes the process by which Melville borrowed Bayle's de-
,ceptive literary methods; Bayle had "the dead-pan trick of 
quoting or·paraphrasing a familiar scriptural passare in a 
context which made the orthodox interpretation of that passage 
appear ridiculous. Again, he would summarize an entire Bible 
story ••• in order to hint that the facts concerning these 
371awrance Thompson, r.1elville's Quarrel with God 
(Princeton, 1952), pp. 151-52. 
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sacred figures raised some question as to whether these 
figures· Should be hEfld- Up as models Of ___ hiiman COrldtict·-, -·or .... 
\ihether their God de.served to be worshipped • .,3S r\1iss Bell 
! 
. ~ 
po:1.nte 01..1t the de cert i ve tect1n_iq-ue __ in r~cbv-Di.cJr. b? __ re .fer:ring. · · -- - - · ---. 
those of Jonah and of Ahab. She suggeffts that since both 
stories were examples of God's arbitrariness in relation to 
human truth, rtielville adonted t,,hem as examples of the gr~at 
paradox of evil existing in a divinely governed worla.39 
The reason for his deceptive technique in religious refer-
ences is made clear by r.~elville in a letter to tJathaniel 
Hawthorne, written in June of 1851, while Moby-Dick was yet 
incomplete: . "Try to get a 11 ving by the Truth--and go to 
the Soup Societies. Heavens! Let any clergyman try to 
preach the Truth from its very stronghold, the pulpit, and 
· they would ride him out of his church on his own pulpit ban-
nister. It can hardly be doubted that all reformers are 
bottomed upon the truth, more or less; and to the world at 
large are not reformers almost universally laughing stocks? 
Why so? Truth is ridiculous to men." 40 Amplifying Melville's 
38 
·Thompson, p. 27. 
39Bell., 636 p • • 
40 . 
Davis and Gilman, p. 127. 
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Thourht, succinctly comments that Melville was 6f necessity 
tryi.nr to earn a living through the sale of his books 111 a 
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most adequately described, however, by Mr. Thompson's m~f~ .. 
detailed analvsis in his Melville's Quarrel with God. l) 
Thompson ascribes to r·1elville the 
, .. 
adaptation of moral allegory to his own peculiar uses, 
in such a way as to create ambi~uous alleporical meRn-
ings. Once again, this adaptation of noral alle~ory 
should be recognized as a significant eleMent in his 
principle an(l practice of literary de cent ion. f.·~e 1 ville 
kne,;r tl1c1.t the aller,orica.l r1od.e of st·orytelling ha.d so 
largely vane out of fashion, in his day, that many of 
his readers would be comnletelv oblivious to r1is use 
• I.I 
of allegory in any form. That disposed of 'the sun~r-
ficial skimner of pages'. He also knevr that those 
readers well versed in the principles of Moral allegory 
would naturally be the devout and unconsciously bias-
bound Christian readers, who would quickly recornize 
his use of alle~orv and would instinctivelv nrefer to 
.· ,_ 
~' . 
rnake a conventional internretation of his alleporlca.l 
meanings. That disposed of r-l second cateror? of readers. 
He also knev: that his sustained irony, crea.ted b~/ en-
dovrin.~ 8.lle gory vri th sinister or j_nverted rneaninP4S, be-
lonr.ed in a~ 'hi~h hushec1' literary tradition l·rhich in-
cluded ( in different 't,Ja:ys) such of his fa.vori te authors 
_as Rabelais, f:ont a.iE_~ne, Pierre f?Jay le; that these v1ri ters 
had always found fit audience, thourh few; that it was 
to such a 'fit c\Udience' he vlEts addressin~ his da.rk 
and ulterior ~eaninrs. Considerin~ this threefold 
appeal, I think it justifiable to call f·:!elville's lit-
erary formula a kind of artistic triple talk. 42 
'.1·. 
41
.araswell, Melville's Religious Thou~ht, p. 60. 
-2 Thor:ipson, p. 424. 
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These judgments of Melville's·style of w~iting · 
provide the necessary key for the interpretation of his 
approach to religion in Moby-Dick. The sermon by Father 
Mapple, for instance, often strikes a reader as a fervent 
,,. 
- ~'' -"1 • " ·----
. ,, . .,,,,,.. ~-.. -.. ..........-. .... -'·" .... . ... ... 
- -
- . . 
. 
expression of Melville's relirious attitude. But close --- ''. la- . --... --- -- • -
- . 
-
.. ~ -· 
stud.:i is riecetrba . .r-y, forln~'"'themfcfcfie" 9f th~ _sermon occurs ---
..... ~ 
. . 
the strange interjection (p. 48): "O Pather!--chiefly known 
to rile by Thy rod--mortal or imrno·rtal, here I die." \1hat is 
the meaning of this rather impertinent reference to God's 
evidently all too familiar rod? It seems that when it is 
, 
carefully considered in the light of r~elville' s style, per-
haps the phrase is enough to counterbalance the pious tone 
of Father Mapple's other words. The innression of ~elville's 
aisguised impiety in the sermon is heightened by what ~ay be 
\. intentional counterpoint to ~ather I1apple by the sl1ip·' s-cook, 
Old Fleece's·,- sermon to the sl1arks while they ravaged a dead 
whale alongside the Pequod (p. 294): "'I know some o' you 
has berry brig mout, brigr-er dan ode rs; but den de brig mouts 
sometimes has de small bellies; so dat de brigness ob de mout 
is not to swallar wid, but to bite off de blubber for de small 
fry ob sharks, dat can't get into de scrou~e to help dem-
selves.' 
'Well done, old Fleece!' cried Stubb, 'that's 
Christianity; go on.'" }1oreover, Thompson sees the anti-
.. 
' I 
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f 
Christian tone of Father Mapple's sermon heighten~d by 
Ishmael's discussion of the pulpit (p. 39): "vlhat could 
be more full of meaning?--for the pulpiCis ever this earth's 
foremost p2rt; all the rest comes in its rear; t~e pulpit 
-· ..... -···-...:. ·- ... ___ - - -- .. - -
- - - - . - - .. - - - - - . - - -- - - - - - - - - ~ - - . - ... - - - - - - .... - -- -• ---- ......---·--
. - - . . - -
···-·""'"---~·- -·- -- -- -le-a~q_ .tJ-1.e v1orl.d-.- - FrDJ:1 ... _tb_en ce _ it_ is. the st orm ___ o f _Goel' s_qui ck_=-
.,........,.. ... :.. -
brunt. From thence it is the God of breezes fair or foul 
is first invoked for favorable winds. Yes, the world's a 
ship on its passage out, and not a voyage complete; and the 
pulpit is its nroit1." The surface of the p·rose seems clear 
and reverent, but Thomnson contends that here a~ain f·.1elv111e 
is playing with literary deception. He explains that: 
"Ac cording to I'·1e lville' s larger context, ho~rever, those who 
use this vantage point [the pulpit] never perceive, accurate-
ly, just what lies ahead, or to what inevitable death and 
destruction the vrorld-ship and i t3 pa-c:.;sengers are destined. 
S" 
.••• the third and covert level of meaning, which illuminates 
Melville's own viewpointJ again represents a sarcastic and 
sneering burlesque of Christian doctrine." 4 3 
But even though Melville disguised the meaning of 
many of Mobv-Dick's passages on religion, his ideas also 
43 Thompson, p. 163. 
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appear as plain statements. Scattered throughout the book 
·- ~~ -~h~y are, their import could go unnoticed or be d~-S~)t_~sed, 
but gathered together, it is easy to see that a true arsenal 
--
of anti-religious themes is present. To begin, statements 
- - -· - ·-· ---...... 
of doubt of orthodox Ch~istianity abound and thei~ rtet effect 
··- ~ ........ ..,.. .. 
--...------···· . 
..... •• _,'\I ·•"--"• ~--- -~·, ..... .,.,. ···-~ ~-
·.~ .......... ",II('-,., -~·· ... -·· . .. • .,. , .... _. - ... .._,. 
cannot :be passed off as insignificant. On page 36, Ishmael 
satirizes the Christian view of death; and his purpose is 
not disguised: 
... 
how it is that to his name who yesterday departed 
for the other world, we prefix so significant and 
infidel a word, and yet do not thus entitle him, if 
he but embarks for the remotest Indies of· this living 
earth; why the Life Insurance Companies pay death-
forfeitures upon immortals; in what eternal, unstirring 
paralysis, and deadly, honeless trance, yet lies antique 
Adam who died sixty round centuries ago; how it is that 
we still refuse to be comforted for those who we ne~er-
theless maintain are dwellin~ in unspeakable bliss; why 
all the living so strive to hush all the dead; wherefore 
but the rur.1or of a knocl-:ing in a tomb \vill terrify a 
whole city. All these things are not without their 
• meanings. 
Many of T1elville's c6rnments on reli~ion, while not disguised, 
are woven into the narrative by their association with char-
acters or situations. Queequeq, for example, with his wood-
en idol, Yojo, served as a fine vehicle for a goodly number 
of observations on Christianity, and religion in general. 
Melville created an obvious contrast to the First Command-
ment on page 52: "Do you suppose now, Ishmael, that the 
magnanimous God of heaven and earth--pagans and all included--
can possibly b-e jealous of an insignificant bit of black 
. ; . -
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wood? Impossible I" And on page 81., Ishmael says: "I 
say,. we rood Presbyterian Christians should be charitable 
... - - ... ·- -- ·-- - -
...... ·---~--~ - . - - -· 
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in these things., and not fancy ourselves so vastly superior 
I 
- - -·-- ---- -- -
...... . t.o · -'2t-r:-e-r · -mor·t·&ls- ·, · -i:,-af;allf>"j .. ·arl o· -·l·lt1a·t . n Ot , be Cause-. of·. ·t n·e i·r .............. -............. -· . ., 
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ha_lf~-c~R.-~Y c0nce.its on thes~ sub-jects •• - .- • let -him te, 
. ....... .......... ~ ... .. ............. . . ...... .... ... _.... . - - ....... .... ._ . .... . . 
. ... ....... ... . . . . 
...,. .... - . -- ,..,,.. .. ' . .... ,.- .. 
........ '-" ...... 1 I say; ana# lfeailen have mercy on us all--Presbyterians and 
Pagans alike--for we are all somehow dreadfully cracked about 
the. head, and sadly need mending." Queequeq is again 
Melville's excuse for Ishmael's conversation on page 85: 
"This is the reason why most dyspeptic religionists cherish 
such melancholy notiohs about their hereafters. In one word, 
Queequeq, said I, rather digressively; hell is an idea first 
born on an undigested apple-dump11qs; and since the·n perpe-
tuated through the hereditary dyspepsias nurtured by Ramadans." 
In a like manner., the whale furnishes Ishmael with 
opportunities for comments as on page 356 after a description 
of an elderly whale: "For all his old age, and his one arm, 
and his blind eyes, he must die the death and be murdered, 
in order to light the gay bridals and other merry-makings 
" 
of men, and also to illuminate the solemn churches that 
preach unconditional inoffensiveness by all to all." And, 
\on page 448,- Ishmael r.elates the confusion and anger of the 
priest~ of the Isle of Tranque after they had discovered him 
trying to measure their sacred whale skeleton. Extension of 
--·· 
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these priests to representatives of all priests is not 
-·· _____ . ____ . ___ q~fficult, but Ishr.:.ael does not quite go that far: 11 ·'How 
.. . - . -· .. -- -·· .. - .. - . - . - - -- ·- - . . . . 
· ____ . no.\·t 1 ! . th_ey_ shouted; 'Dar' st thou measllre __ tnt.s our god! 
--· 
That's for us.'" ·.'Aye, priests--111ell, hov1 long do ye make 
....... 
him, th~rt?1; -B~t hereup~n a fierce contest·rose among them, 
/ . 
/ ····- -· ..... ··-----·-~ ................ .......-•• .., ..... ~·· ,., ......... __...~ ................ 1 ••••••• ,• ~ ... - --~r.. ·• ... -v'••'' • , -. 
/ 
concernint feet and inches; they cracked each other's sconces 
. 
with their yard-sticks--the great skull echoed--and seizing 
-· that lucky chance, I quickly conc'luded tny o'lfrn admeasurer.1ents ;1 " 
Perhaps even more bluntly, the characters in Moby-
Dick speak out directly against the ~ods; Queequeq, after 
being bitten by the movement of an already dead shark's ja"vr, 
exclaims (p. 301): · "Queequeq n:o care what god made him 
shark ••• wedder Fejee god or Nantucket god; but de god 
vrat made shark must be one dam Ingin l" Similar in meaning is 
Tashtego's comment on a fight on deck and a coincident squall 
(p. 17 4): "A row a 'lO\-J, and a row aloft--Gods and men--
both brawlers 1 Humph!" Ahab, thinking of Pip, says (p. 514): 
"There can be. no hearts above the snow-line, Oh, ye frozen 
heavens! look down here. Ye did beget this luckless child, 
and have abandoned him, ye creative libertines." These do 
not compare to the words of Ahab, however, when, as Braswell 
says, "In the typhoon he becomes vulgar to the.Deity. 11 44 Few 
44 Braswell, Melville's Religious Thought, p. 61 • 
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writers of novels of any period have gone as far as to 
associate God and flatulence, as·· 1 .. s--doi"le·liere· {p.--502-)·: 
'' 'What a hooroosh aloft there!' he cries of the winds.~ 
- - _:. - - - - .. · .·- -·· - __ .. -- --· 
'I would e'.en take it for sublimej did I not know that the 
- ---··· 
coi.~c __ ~~---~ p._pis_y ____ mal.~.d~Y • ____ Oh_., ____ t_e..kg~ .... rne..oi.cine., ta.ke. __ med.i-
cine ! '" 45 Continuinp: \'11th Melville's use of' vulgarity, 
Robert Shulman's article, "The Serious Functions of Mel-
ville's Phallic Jokes," is' interesting and useful. He 
points out: 
In several episodes--all characterized by good 
nature on the surface and hostility beneath it--
sexual jokes and imaf!ery are thus a vehicle of 
social satire; and sometimes, as in 'The Cassock' 
and 'A Squeeze of the Hand', the negative criticism 
is accomoanied bv unconventional affirmations. ~ ~ 
This combination of defiance and affirmation char-
acterizes a group of passages in which r-1elville 
defines his attitude toward creativity, toward 
individualit~, and toward the creator's relation 
to society. 
Keepin~·· this analysis, and also Melville's "candidate 
for an archbishoprick" (p. 418) in the Cassock chapter in 
mind, it seems warranted to point out, for purposes of 
45rn his Melville's Reli5ious Thought, Braswell 
compares vlhite-Ja.cket, in which Christ is a model for all 
men, to Moby-Dick, in vJhich "Christ is b·arely mentioned, 
and the only very significant reference to Him is uncom-
plimentary" (pp. 68-69). 
46Robert Shulman, "The Serious Functions of 
Melville's Phallic Jokes," fil:,XXXIII (f1ay, 1961), p. 185. 
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scholarship and amusement, a pattern of church-penis 
analo~ies .in Moby~Dick which has been overlooked. On page 
306 1 tr1e follo~1ing obse1.,vation occurs: "Of erections, how 
.. few a.re dome-d---like St-;-Fe.t~s!" And.on page 142: '!Bt1t 
37 
~--~ ,~ .. -~-- --J ... D.OY1 _le ave_ .r.n_y __ _c~tQlo g1 G..B-.l_~--$~V stern st andi np- __ thus tin finished 9--. 
.. ,... even as the ?rea.t Ca.thedral of Cologne v1as left, with the 
crane still standin~ upon the top of the uncompleted tower. 
For small erections may·be finished by their first architects; 
i. 
grand ones, true ones, ever lea.._ye the copestone to posterity." 
On page 271, the more obscure but also more tu~id analo~y 
~ands thus: "On the spires of some old-fashioned churches 
you will see sheet-iron whales placed there for we~thercocks; 
but they are so elevated, and besides that are to all intents 
and purposes so labeled with 'Hands off!' you cannot examine 
them closely enou[h to decide upon their merit." ~
 
In so bur-
lesquing the higher points of church edifices, Melville 
suggests little respect for the higher points of religion 
~ 
in general. 
He attacks religion indirectly, furthermore, in 
describing a whale's discarded carcass being mistaken for 
rocks ~Y one ship, and thereafter avoided by all ships be-
cause of the false report (p, 308): "There's vour law of ... 
precedents; there's your utility of traditions; there's the 
·, 
--
story of your obstinate survival of old beliefs never bottomed 
• I 
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on the earth, and now not even hovering in the air! There's 
i 
;: ________ ,__~-----orthoaoxy!' ••• - Are you a believer in ghosts, my fl:')iend? 
. .,.,_. 
There are other ghosts than the Cock-Lane one, and far 
~. ':: . ..., . _.,. . -:- ... . - . - - ..... - . 
\ 
-· -deepe:r---men than Doctor-Johrison who-b-elieve in t1'1e1~.·~- }1el- .~ . ..---····-
--'-~--~ ~ .. v14l l_~' s :r.e~l1.g.:lo1Lc; __ dJ)lJ...O.t_l~ .. -~-,c_p.r..e .. s ~e.d. _ _a.g_~_tn on .. oa.~e .. 3 7 2 ..:_ . --~--- -----.--~ _ ~- -· ., __ _ 
"With a frigate's anchors for my bridle-bitts and fasces 
of harpoons for spurs, would I could mount that whale and 
leap the topmost skies, to see whether the fabled heavens 
with all their countless tents really lie encamped beyond 
my mortal si@:ht!" And on page 486, Starbuck reveals his 
formula for acceptance and belief; reality must be ignored: 
"Loveliness unfathomable, as ever lover saw in his younr 
bride's eye! Tell me not of thy teeth-tiered sharks, and 
thy kidnapping cannibal ways. Let faith oust fact; let 
' fancy oust memory; I look deep down arid· do believe." 
Perhaps Melville summarized his views of religion 
in Moby-Dick in describing Captain Bildad's reconciliation 
of his professioQ of whalin~ with his Quaker vows against 
fi~hting and bloodshed. If taken at face value, Ishmael's 
words are devastatin~ {p. 74): "How now in the contemolative 
evening of his days, the pious Bildad reconciled these things 
in the reminiscence, I do not know; but it did not seem to 
concern him much, and very probably he had long since come 
' 
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to the sage and sensible conclusion that a man's religion 
is one thinr, and this_practicnl world 0uite another. 
This i"1orld payrr-di.vidends-."- f·,1el-ville's comnents on rel-if!lon, 
~s brou~ht out above, are those of a doubter, and nerhaps even 
a condermer. 
-- ...-;a. 
.......... ----- ----
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~oving on from this dis 
Dick, another inportant element 
' 7WNI a.._ .. -~~ .. .._...._.....,...~ ...... ·*·._,•:···-·~. ' ,·. 
n of _religion in Moby-
ook which demands 
attention is 1 ts all-r1ervadinp; nood of fate. f.~1ss IJathalia 
Wright has pointed out that this mood is created by the arti-
culations of the squaw, Tistig, Father Mapple, Elijah, 
Gabriel, and Fedallah. Yet, equally as powerful as these 
characters, she points out, are the circumstances and events 
which f-1elville describes. The Chapel tablets, the name of 
the inn-keeper, Peter 1 poffin, the fallows-like topmast set 
up before the inn on Nantucket, Ahab's loss of his pipe, the 
dropping of the speakinr, trumpet by the captain of the Alba-
tross, the spirit-spout, the fates of the Jeroboam, the Samuel 
Enderby, and the Rachel, all these, she says, make up t~e 
great motif of prophecy in Moby-Dick, as well as its mood of 
fate. 47 
In addition to these major characters or events, as 
47Nathalia Wright, ~elville's Use of the Bible 
(Durham, N, c., 1949), pp. 78-81. -
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:, 
listed by Miss \{right, the mood of fate is constantly 
evoked and retnforced. by Melville through the seemingly 
off~hand statements which ~ecur throughout the novel. 
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has the constant surveillance of me, and secretly dogs me, 
and influences me in some unaccountable way--he can better 
answer than anyone-else. And doubtless, my going on this 
whaling voyage, formed part of the grand programme of Provi-
dence that 111as drawn up a long time ago." Ahab himself 
serves as r,·1elv1lle 's mouthpiece for many such statements. 
On page 166, in defying the gods, Ahab says: "Swerve me? 
ye cannot swerve me, else ye swerve yourselves! man has 
ye there. Swerve me? The nath to my fixed purpose is laid 
with iron rails whereon my soul is grooved to run •••• 
Naught's an obstacle, naurht' s an angle to the iron way." 
In muttering to himself, he says (p. 495): "Here some one 
thrusts these cards into these old hands of mine; swears 
that I must play them, and no others." 
on page 536, Ahab says: 
In a similar vein, 
I 
/ 
What is it, what nameless, inscrutable, unearthly 
thin~ is it; what cozzeninr, hidden lord and master, 
and cruel, remorseless emperor conmands me; that 
against a.11 na_tl1ral lovinps and longjnrs, I so kee9 
pushinr, and crowdinf, and jamrnin~ myself on all the 
time; recklessly making me ready to do what in my 
own ~roper, natural heart, I durst not so much as 
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oare? Is Ahab, Ahab? Is it I, God, or who, that 
lifts this arm?, •• By heaven, man, we are turned 
round and round ~n this tvorld, like yonder windless, 
and Fate is the handsnikeo 
And~ on pFt p-e 55 4 .. .i he __ B.dds :. "A..hab is for e.,,e.r Ahab, _Ma~ 
This whole act's immutably decreed! Twas rehearsed bv thee 
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and me a billion years before this ocean rolled. Fool! I 
am the Fate's lieutenant; I act under orders." 
Stubb's soliloquy, on pa~e 168, reinforces Ahab's 
staten1ents: " • • • a laugh' s the wisest, easiest answer to 
all that's queer; and come what will, one confort's always 
left--that unfailing comfort is, it's all rredestina.ted." 
On pare 247, Radney is described as "the n·redestinated 
mate," and on page 257, Steel.kilt is characterized by his 
"foreordaining soul." S1Milarl:v, on paP-"e 348, "the ore-
destinated day" had arrived, and, en pa~e 409, the Pequod 
is spoken of as a "nredestinated craft." On page 548, 
furthermore, the Pequod's entire crew is described as acting 
' 
under the influence of fate: 
The frenzies of the chase had bv this tine worked ,. 
them bubblingly up, like old wine worked anew. What-
ever nale fears and forebodin~s so~e of them mi~ht 
' . 
have felt before; these \·Jere not only novr l{e~rt ot1t 
of s i rht throurh the p-rovri nr: a1?1e of Ahab, but the:r 
i,rere brol-:en un, and on B.11 sides routed, ciS tirni d 
nrairie hares that scatter before the boundin~ bison. 
The. band of f2.te had sn2tched A.11 their souls o ••• 
The wind that made preat bellies of their sa1ls, and 
rl1sl1ed. the vessel on hy arn1.s invisible as irresistible; 
this seened tl1e: syr:1bol of thc=tt unseen agency "\Aihich so 
enslaved then to the race. 
• 1 
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A last examole of r~e 1 ville' s emnhasis on fate in r1ob,r-Dick 
~ .. 
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describes the weavin~ of a sword-mat by Ishmael and 1ueequeq 
-- - - - - -- - - -. - . .......... ... - - -- -- .. - - - ...... -~ -... ~ .... ~ .. 
this s a.va~e' s s~rord, th'c)\t~ht. I, ttrhich thus fin?._11-y_ . 
.. .. •· -sfiapes ancl fashions both ~,ra:rn and. \~oof'; this easy' 
... _______ indJ . .fferen.t SvJo~.c1_.!!l1ts t hP .c.h.e.n,.c..e.-Z!'..2:~r.e. i (?h3.nae; ~ free-
wi 11, Rnd necessity--no wise incompatable--811 
inter\\Tea.vina-1,., v1orki tlf:" toq-etr1er. 1~he strAi r-ht ~rarn 
- -
of necesslty, not to be svJer·vecl from its ultir1Rte 
course--its every alternatinr vibration, indeed, 
, . .:. 0 n 1 y t en cl in P" t O t 11 at ; free 11 ! i 11 S t i 11 f Y'e e t O n 1 y 
her shuttle bet\·reen ri ·ven threads; and chnr1ce, though 
restrained in its nlay within the ripht lives of nec-
essity, and sideways in its rations directed by free 
will, thourh thus prescribed to by both, chance by 
turns rules either, and has the last featurin~ blow 
at events. 
, 
Followinf this demonstration of the importance of 
the role of fate in Moby-Dick, one last element remains for 
investigation before the final analysis of the relationship 
of all of these elements to Transcendentalism. This lRst 
element is the 'quest motif,' the thread that runs through-
out the novel, furnishing a unifyinr element to the action 
spread over three oceans and half the world. It is first 
helnful, however, to substantiate the contention that the 
quest in I1oby-Dick was more to T-1elville than the plain and 
obvious physical fact of Ahab pursuin~ Moby Dick. It is 
" 
interesting to note Melville's word-use in describin~ Moby 
.. 
Dick, and its relation to his treatment of the myth of 
Narcissus earlier in the novel. Ishmael describes a dream 
he had had, a premonition of the si~hts he would later see, 
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in this way (p. 6): "two and two there floated into my 
i~mos~ -~oul_,. endless pro_ces_sions of the 111hale, and, r.1id 
most of them all, one grand hooded phantom, 11.ke a. snow 
··--------·--·---········-········----------- ................. .,_ .. ___ ., _______ ._ ....... - .. ---·-
······-···-·---·-- ·····-· ---- ........... ····
-·-·-
........... I'. • ... -- ... • • • ... ,.... •• ~ . 
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hill in the air." But juet three pages previous to this, 
--
r1Ielv1·11e h,rd 111ri tten (p ;- 3 )-·: "st i 11 deener · the meaning or-4 .J 
~> ...,...._ .- ..... - -., -~-- ..... -···· - .... - . ..... . ...... ' . .. ..... . ' .. -·· .... ' .._.,..._ ... __..... ........--
that story of tJarcissus, t.t1ho because he could not grasp the 
tormenting, mil~ image he saw in the fountain, plun~ed into 
it and was drowned. But that same image, we ourselves see 
in all rivers and oceans. It is the imag\ of the ungrasp-
able phantom of life; and this is the key to it all." Is 
it possible that, to Melville, the "unp:'raspable phantom of 
life," and "the key to it all," \~as closely equated with 
the "hooded phantom"? An affirmative answer to this question 
might possibly be given, and then confirmed by a reiteration 
of J. A. Ward's analysis of the basic theme of Mobv-Dick: 
• • • if Moby-Dick is on the surface a quest for the white " 
whale, it is symbolically and essentially a quest for a 
knowledge of the secrets of the universe. 1148 Naturally, 
;.'' -"" 
no firm conclusions should be drawn from such incidences of 
wend assoc:ta.tion, as with "phantom" in this case, but it is 
interesting to note r.~elville' s concern with the unanswer-
able questions 'Of l.ife • and its possible reflection in the 
' :;:,' 
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.. dual use, within a few pages, of this one word. Moby-Dick 
yields another _e.xample of this sa·me type of statement on 
~1elv1lle's part, but toward t_he conclus_ion and with .. no 
.. word-clue. present_: "In what rapt ether sa.ils the world· 
of which the ~,eariest lrtill never wea_ry? Where is tbe.found-
-·-1· 
--- _ ............... ' 
ling's father hidden? Our souls are like those orphans 
whose unwedded mothers die in bearing them; the secret of 
otlr paternity lies in t~eir frave, and we must there to 
learn it" (p. 487). The theme of the quest is here seen to 
be coupled with doubt of the possibility of success and 
suggests acq~iescence in the inexplicableness of lif~. 
Another approach to the quest motif may be made 
through examination of Melville's use of a sea-land analogy 
throuf,!hout r1oby-Dick. This is first brought out in the 
opening pa~es in Ishmael's· ruminations upon the "silent 
sentinels"· fixed in reveries and gazing at the ocean, and 
upon the "metaphysical professor" being drawn inexorably 
toward water. But Melville's first serious attempt to 
build up the sea-land analogy occurs in the "Lee Shore" 
chapter, page 105: I / 
Know ye, now, Bulkington? Glimpses do ye seem to 
see of that mortally intolerable truth; that all deep 9 earnest thinking is but the intrepid effort 
of the soul to keen the onen indenendence of her ' . -
sea; while the wildest winds of heaven and earth 
conspire to cast her on the treacherous, slavish 
shore? 
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But as in landlessness alone resides the 
highest truth) shoreless, indefinite as God--so, ~ 
better is it to perish in that ho~ling infinite, 
. . . - . 
--·-··· .-.~- . - - .... - , . .. .. ·-~ .. , .......... ·-· ... :, .. -
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- -- Ishmael's· observations oh_Perrth, -the.=-blacl-~smith, reinforce· -- · · 
. the ana.logy (f:Y. 481): nDeath is only a launching into the 
region of the strange Untried; it is but the· first salutation 
< 
to the nossib111 ties of the immense Remote, the vlild, the 
Watery, the Unshared; therefore, to the death-lonfing eyes 
of such men, who still have left in them some interior com-
punctions against suicide, does the all-contributed and all-
receptive ocean alluringly spread forth his whole nlain of 
unimaginable, taking terrors, and wonderful, new-life adven-
t " ures •••• And the character of the carpenter is developed 
through the same device (p. 469): "Then, a short, little old 
body like me, should never undertake to wade out into deep 
waters with tall, heron-built captains; the water chucks you 
under the chin pretty quick, and there's a freat cry for 
life-b9ats." This evocation of a picture of the sea is sup-
:r" l . plemented elsewheM? in the book, but without, this time, any 
reference to a specific character (pp. 274-75): 
Consider the subtleness of the sea; how its most 
dreaded creatures rlide under water, unapparent for 
the most part, and treacherously hidden beneath the 
·1oveliest tints of 2zttreo Consider also the devil:tsh 
brilliance and beauty of many of its nost remorseless 
tribes, as the dainty embellished shape of manv snecies 
of sharks. Consider, once more, the universal 
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cannibalis~ of the sea; all whose creatures prey 
upon·~ach' other, carrying on eternal war since 
the \·:orld be,c:-an o 
· ···· ··· ·considey, o.11 this; and then tt1rn to this rreen, 
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e:entle, a.nd most cqoc:t le ea1'")t11; c01:sj c1a:.r ther:1 bot~... ~-~ .----· .. --/the sea 2-ncl the lar1d; 8.11d do you not fir1ct·c~ sL1"~n·tf't!'~··"'"'···· ... , .......... ~ ..................... . 
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in the soul- of rran trfere· lies. one insu1nr Tahiti, 
full u_·f__ De.FtP~ An_c1 j_ov . .t · _bu .. t.· er1eornr)~8SPr1 hv all .. tl1e __ _ 
horrors of the ha.lf kno11n life. God lceep thee! 
Push not off from that isle, thou canst never return! 
In discussin~ this sea-land analo~y in his book, 
Melville's ()uarrel v1ith God, f':1r. Thompson refers to it as 
a "fundamental conceptual analysis" which, in f'1oby-Dick, 
"may be represented by the clash between tt?e concept of 
~ 
freedn~ and the concent of tyrannous and brutal enslave-
ment•,, 4 9 Yet further examination of this thesis seems 
warranted by the difficulty of reconcilin~ it with the 
passage from Noby-Dick quoted above. It seems clear that 
the contrast that f'elville :here describes is not really 
between freedoM and tvrannous and brutal enslavenent. It V 
is between, not freedom, but the tragi9 yet necessary ulti-
mate destruction of the seeker for omniscience and, not 
enslavement, but the calmness and consequent comfort of 
acquiescence before the inexnlicableness of life. 
A third possible approach to the quest motif centers 
' about Ahab's defiant deternination to nursue Moby Dick, and 
qg 
Thompson, p. 170. 
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the meaning that he rneanti to underlie it. A letter to 
Melville in which Nathaniel Hawthorne·wrote about Mobv-Dick • 
would be helpful here but, unfortunately, it has never been 
found. However, Melville's e~t~nt_reply gives a clue to 
----·-
its contents. He answered: ·~ sense of unsneakable securitv . ~ 
'•-~~ _.. ,,,.
,... ~., V" .... 
is in ne this moment, on account of your having understood 
the book. I have written a wicked book,. and fee_l spotless 
... 
as the la~b:00 The first ooint to be made seems clear; if 
...... -1 
Melville had written only an adventure tale of the whale 
fisheries, he would not, it seems, have felt more secure 
because Hawthorne had understood it; rather, there would have 
been nothing there for Hawthorne to und~rstand. The second 
noint regardin~ Melville's answer concerns what ~elville 
would consider deserving of the descrintion '·\ricked''· One 
clue which might suggest an answer to this question is a 
statement r,1elville conied in the flyleaf of a Testament he 
h~d been given by an aunt in 1846: "In Life he anoears as I 
a true Philosopher-- ••• He stands firm to his point; he 
I 
goes on his way infle~ibly;--he dares to equal himself with 
God; nay to declare that he himself is God. n5l This is but , 
.. 
one of many examples of Melville's concern with man makin~ 
himself equal, even superior, to his God; in another letter 
50 Davis and Gilman, p. 1~2. 
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to Hawthorne, Melville stated the same need for defiance 
to"1ard all subj ugatinr; ·rorces and for the assertion of 
man'sci.ndividual self: "By vis.ab~ ,£3'!·,.;,""3 ~~·'ett·n-,~~c!TI 'l,~e ~ 
' . . . . . .. . . . . . . ,, . 
-.. -
• #'. • • • • ... 
appreher1sion of _the abs.Qlute condition of r,:r:-esent things 
. . . 
'--1-.. ' . . A,.,,.,,,,.,,,... ... • .... 
though they do their worst to him,--the man who, like Russia 
or the British Empire, declares himself a sovereign.nature 
(in himself) amid the powers of heaven, hell, and earth."52 
In Moby-Dick, Captain Ahab is the personification of 
the idea of a sover~ign human nature, let tin~ no trace of 
his Quaker heritage soften his resolve of pursuit and des-
truction. In one powerful soliloquy, he becomes, in his 
own~mind 1 greater than the God to whom he announces his 
challenge (p. 166): 
~ 
The prophecy was that I should be dismembered; and--
Aye! I lost this leg. I now prophesy that I will 
dismenber my dismemberer. Now, then, be the prophet 
and the fulfiller one. That's more than ye, ye great 
God, ever \AJere •••• I ,,lill not say as school-boys 
do to bull1es,--Take sone one of your own size; don't 
ponmel me! ~'.Jo, :?e've l(nocked me dot·1n, and I ar.i un 
again; but ~le have run and hidden. Come forth fror.1 
behind your cotton bars! I have no lon~ fun to reach 
ye •••• Swerve ne? ye cannot swerve me, else ye 
swerve yourselves! 
,,That is more •1,1icked" in f~obv~Dick than Ahab's 
·-----
expressed deternination to possess a sovereign nature? 
52 Davis and Gilman, p. 124,. 
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But, Melville's letters notwithstanding, Ahab is a tragic 
------~'.~-------hero-i11:-tl1e·b-ook-,--responsible for the loss not only of his 
___________ -______ ::=-----~-- - ·_ 0-Y!n -lif~e but. also for his cre\AT and his shin. Because of 
- -
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....... tht.s: the exa,ltat.ton of man's sovereign nature a~s see.n 
-
throu~h the quest motif must be tempered, on another level 
-- ._.,_,._.~ . -...-..~~ ..... - ......... --··· ... ,. .. . ' . . . . ' . ............. - . .. .. -..... 
of meaning, by the realization of the toll taken from man 
in his quest 1 for 'the phantom of life,' apd 't-he answer to 
it all'. 
This exa~ination of the quest notif concludes the 
preliminary discussion of Melville's attacks on philosophy, 
relirion, and science, and of his use of fate and the quest 
motif. These elements, essential to the under~-tanding of 
the relation of the novel to Transcendentalism., ,1111 be .con-
sidered now in a concludin~ chapter • 
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CHAPTER I~! 
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IS VOBY-DICK TRANSCENDENTAL? 
------ - -· 
- - - - - .. - - .. ... - •• - --·· -; 4 ·•. ..... ~ ..... ·~·. • •. - . ~'. :• ......... - ......... - - - • - - • r· ... .... -:·-------
,.,. 
The -r.'rob lem. to be-· ~ons :i.dered here ca.n. be red11c.ed ~. -- -.: .. ... .. ~ 
-··to a simple question: Ca.n r.~oby-Dicl{ be referred to as a 
transcendent a.l nove 1? Profess or f.-11 ller, quoted· earlier, 
has said that the novel is transcendental, and Professor 
Matthiesson and others have classed Melville as a trans-
... ,,. ' f 'r:.· 
cendentalist, But equally wei~hty opinions have been ad-
vanced denying that the question can be answered affir~a-
tively, and it is these views which will be presented now. 
To begin, both f'ir. Bra.swell's r,1elville's Relirious 
Thought gnd l11ss vlright'3 r.~elville's Use !2£ the Bible 
emphasize the importance of Melville's early life on his 
later philosophical developnent, partlcularly the God-fearing 
tradition which held sway in his parent's home. In demon-
stratin~ the critical importance of this influence, Braswell 
writes that "one has only to look at some of the letters 
and other documents that his Dutch Reformed and Congre~a-
o 
tionalist ancestors wrote about their evervdav affairs and L• t, 
the crises common to all faI7lily life. n5 3 And he continues: 
"The sturdy faith of T-'1elv1lle.' s family and some of his friends 
, 
53Braswell, Melville's PeliP:j_ous Thought, p. 4. 
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can hardly be overemphasized as an influence on his reli-
- --~1ou~-tbought, Their belief in life after death, their -
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But, as we have seen in Melville's satirization of religious 
beliefs in Moby-Dick, the older, yet not necessarily more 
" mature, r~e lvi lle had. outwardly denied the religion with 
which he had grown up. The search for a faith to replace , 
the one of his youth is noted by Braswe 11: "His envy of the 
religious peace enjoyed by those ab.out him made,him seek to 
strengthen what remained of his old faith, or to find a 
new faith to take the place of the old. u55 It is not diffi-
cult to see this contrast between -the husband's disguised 
and not-so-disguised blasphemies, and the wife's earnestly 
-· 
' 
written poems, one of which she kept folded in her Bible: 
"Hold on," my soul, with courage for the "fight" 
"HQ.ld out," my feet, the weary "course" to run 
"Hold fast," ·my faith, bring· patience to the '.~rack"--
Oh GodD thou knowest each hour of need! Look down, 
Give thine own help for courage, strength and faith, 
Or never may we win the victor's waiting crown.56 
Bras\'{ell, in an article, "Melville as a Critic of Emerson," 
, 
cited religious training as one of the chief reasons for 
j' . 
54araswell, Melville's Religious Thou~ht, p. 8. 
55rbid. 
56Ibid., p. 7. 
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the difference in outlook between the two men: 
·-- ·- ·- ___ ..•. --·-·- _ -·-- __ Jt_ t~·._S.iffnif_;ic_::tn.t_ .that_ E.merson _WJL.c;_...b.orn-and- :reared_~- -- -=----·-·-- -----
I 
in a !Jnit2.rlan ~·rorld, \.'!r1e:reas r.1e1v·111e S!)ent his 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . -· .. ., ., . ... . . . . . . . e a ;r l y :re cl.rs ll n de r the 1 n f 1 u enc e of the Pe form e d 
-· 
~ ., . 
· ·--- Theo Jo r4v o Ene:rs on vJB s tell r,h t to be l; e·ve t h2. t the 
' ·-
De it v is ber1evoler.t and that man is ~ood o I-'Ielville 
.. 
f ".":\ C:, .~ ._,., (': +· Vo , "II I .J " sr\ t'- I (:. (" r, 1 t i ~ ,;-t t .• "( • ~ • .. ,-., 
\~ (..4 ~) - .•• 1. ~-1 L, .1. l<t C "[; e Ct l 1 ! n-.... j c.t V n ...!... • ) .L C V 2 E, \ i .::i t h r t" {: Q ·1 1 S !. - d. . L, -
c.. jealous God and that rnan is corrU!)t o T:oreo·vcr, 
be c au s e o f t he p la c e it· pa v e t o r. }·tr i s t , T '! e l v i 11 e ! s 
relir1ous trainin~ was more emotional in effect than 
Emerson's. In both cases, the teachin~s had an 
abidinr influence.57 
But Melville's reli~ious training could not stand up under 
the tests to which he subjected it •. His extensive travelling 
over both watery and earthy parts of ~he globe, his personal 
acquaintance with other civilizations, his conversations, his 
reading, all caused him to doubt the nious tenets of Chris-
tianity. His inability to account for the existence of evil 
in a world created by a God who was wholly good allowed him, 
as Ha,1thorne nut 1 t, to "neither believe, nor be comfortable 
in his unbelief. 
. . '. 
Another interpretation of the influence of Melville's 
religious back~round is set forth by Lawrance Thomnson in his 
r.1e lville 's Quarrel with God. T/rr. Thor.1nson aP-"rees that the 
relip:ious and the irrelip.-ious elements of r-irelville.'s thou~ht 
are reflected in I··:oby-Dick, but he denies that Melville was 
~ 
57 Braswell, "Melville as a Criti.c of Emerson," 332 .,, 
58Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Enr-lish Notebooks (N. Y., 
19 4 1 ) 1 D • lJ 3 2 • 
V .,, 
I \ . 
af\ble to turn his 
... 'I'. ~ -.. l 
\· , ... 
back.on the God of his youth. 
l\ .. 
·« . 
:. ', ..
' . 
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Indeed he 
- - - -· - ---e-·-.,:.;_;.~·-··- ---· .. e . ees !:elvil-1-e-- as- -a- -fi-r-mer- -be.l~~ever-, be-c-n.-u-s-e- r~e-lvil-le- bece..me 
=·· 
_ .. 
-· 
a firmer resenter and a_ firmer hater. Mr. Thomnson's ex-
planation ts this: 
-· 
•·· -· 
Increasin~lv embittered bv a conjunction of unfortunate 
-----Cl . · _ .. .p .. ~ -r-m · rrr·"'; ··t ·a ···T·-, ;· · · ..... · · · · · 1· · ~ f"-4-- o ~- ti ~: r ..,. -t- .! l~- ,... e x n ...... r i ~ n -c..,., ~. , ..... r.1 •. 1 e v _._ L. ., .... 1.. au r in P- a :r. c ,_,_ , L, .... r ..., de .. r ...:.. \, ..1 . •• ~, 
of r·~R.rdi; f·"elville arrived at~- hi~hly ~ronic conclusion; 
be 1 ; e ·vi n r: r1 or' e f i rn 1 v t h 2. n eve r 1 n the r~ o o o f .J oh. n 
Calvins he be~An to resent anct hnte the ?.ttr5.butes of 
God, na.rt i cu lei rly t r1e s eer1inp-l~., t u:rpr..nous h;-i rs hne s s 
and cruelty and nalice of nod. Thus, inste2~ of losinr 
faith in l1is Cc1lvini stj_c nod., f'~elville rrade a sc8ne?4oat r 
of hiri, 2nd b 1 a_r1~e c1 Gori for ha\r-i n P- caused so T'lP_ny h tun an 
be in r19 s t o re be 1 o In th i s sens e , t hen , \·J e r1 j_ a-ht s 2. ,, 
that !-11el·ville bec8rne an i11verted nP1stic as soon a_s he 
,_ 
be ran to be a.n rrru ,·ri th God for he in fT' the h 8.rs h a.nrj 
lop-ical punisher that the Cal\rinists said he \•Jas.59 
This exolanation bv l,1r. Thonnson is the basis for his des-
• l. 
cription of Melville as an inverted mystic, and further on 
in his book and more important for our purposes, his jud~ment 
of Melville, not as a transcendentalist, but as an 'inverted 
transcendentalist'. Here are the twb key para~raphs in 
which this insirlht into !1elville' s character is presented: 
He [Melville] spent his life not merely in sneering 
at the rullibility of huMan beinrs who disa~reed with 
him but also in sneerinr at God, accusin~ God, upbraid-
ing God, blaminv God, and (as he thou~ht) qua.rreling 
with God. The turn ,,1hich his life had tal<:en trans-
lated him from a transcendentalist and a mvstic into 
' 
an inverted transcendentalist, an inverted Mystic. 
he nistakenly employed his skenticism and arsnosticism 
59 Thompson, p. 5 .. 
- ,. 
••• 
--
_..,.,,., 
' '' ,/Cf, '' ''.' ''' '.,. ' 
p 
merely as destructive weapons to blud~eon the 
idealism of others, and particularly Christian 
I 
~dealisme /\t _ the sar1e tlr!}e i }_ronic.allY-,- he~ ch-ose- - ·- -- .- --· ·- ""'-''":-"""- --· - - ~ -
to remain an idealist, without realizinf the 
.. - .. ~ .. . idealistic nature of his choice; proceedlnr on 
... _ --·---- ____ ... tb.e __ jmr1,tt1tre,.?..r1d. childish notiorl that because an . . ......... • . . . . . . . . . ' 
·-------······ object is. _r.1,o_t \•1l1i te it mu{, t be b lack-4 he c lunr--. 
to a rel~vious ide2lism which was merelv an in-
•. --
~"j," --
- ---· 
"' 
version of that secondhand Calvinistic idealism 
·--"ihich n·e~i.ntenaec1 t·o. ct1Scarct .ou·---- -- - --
What Mr. Thompson has to say here is particularly useful 
in that he discusses, specifically, one facet· of Melville'~ 
relation to Transcendentalism. Unfortunately, writing in 
too general terms, Mr. Thompson never really explains what 
he means by "inverted Transcendentalism". He seems to be 
) ~ 
suggesting, however, by his use of this phrase, that Mel-
ville accepted the transcendental belief in the existence 
of a spiritual realm in addition to that of the physical, 
while yet remainin~ pessimistic as to any ultimate benefit 
to man occurring from this realization. 
Milton Stern's book, The Fine Hammered Steel of 
-- --- ----- --- -
Herman Melville, is valuable here. His major point is 
that Melville is a naturalist ra~her than an idealist and 
that the confused cri ti,.,cal opinions result from r1e lville 's 
use of the symbolism of idealism. "In short," he says, 
"Melville's romanticism existed in his transcendent use of 
60Thompson, pp. 425 1 422. 
}: ..:. 
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symbol, but not in his theme. 1161 Stern continues, as 
explanation for his statement: 
And Melville, together with the transcendentalists, 
incessantlv hammered at the inhuman disparities of· 
~ - •· ,.. ' . • • . ~ . • - 'It, 0 ~ -• • - • 0 • - - 00 .... .. ' • • ..... -· ..... •- H - •• - • •' 0 ... • 
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. economic reward and artificial soqial distinctions I 
· th.at chn.rc~cte rized the a~e 1 s_1 1~oi-1inr: pair1s !). n "--~--.-- · -··--· -----··· · ····-· • · · -~ 
. - --· "~··· ~~ --~~~tl;~~~-~7iB ~°.~!l ~i~t~;~n t-~~u!i~~~!ff~~'c ;~~s~~~.~!-~{ a1 -· · ~-· ·-~ ·· · . ~ ~ 
,: 
thought are in accordo It is in methodolory, however,. 
" that 9 fife lvil leanism 9 and romantic idealism polarize · 
into the two major opposites of naturalism and super-
naturalismo For where Emerson and Thoreau are ulti-
mately social, Me1vi11e is primarily social, and he 
is empirical and environmental where' the transcendenta-
lists are idealistic •••• \11Jith ~~elville the founda-
tion is not built from the top down, from individually 
perceived oversoul to historical action, but from the 6 bottom up, from worldly experience to historical roal. 2 
Stern denies the validity of classifying Melville as a 
j, 
transcendentalist, instead preferring to place h~m in a 
class of his 0 0\Arn, and calling it "r~elvilleanism". Aha sup-
port for this view is furnished by Mr. Richard Short's 
art~cle, "f'~elv1lle as Symbolist": "Naturally Melville is 
anti-doctrinal, for in his view doctrine must be a simplifi-
cation, and hence an insincerity. Calvinism, transcenden-
talis~, naturalism, super-naturalism, these are all excerpts 
from experience which will be contained in any full account 
61Milton R. Stern, The Fine Hammered Steel of 
Herman r1e l ville (Urbana, 1957), p. 4. -
62 Ibid., PP• 5-6. 
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of experience, like one's first explanations of the 
Spouter-Inn picture ••• b_ut _th_ese_excerpts must not ___ be. 
- . ... - -
identified as the whole."63 After sup-P;esting the terms 
- - - . - - - - - ' - -·.-· - .. -. - - - • - - - - f - - - - - .. - - - - . - - .. - - - .. - .. - . 
. 'r4elvilleanism," and "r~elvi~lean nat_uralist,ff Ste!'n _s_pel1-~--
• , • - • • .. - ... .. .. - • -. .. -# ... ~ • • • - . - - .- • • 
"'('...- . , ... _ ... "'· ......... . 
.. 
· out, as Thompson did not, what he me~99 when using them. 
-- ~ . ~ -- - .. . . " 
-He carefully differentiates Melville's position from that 
of the transcendentalist: "Significantly, it is· r1elv111e's 
wider historical experience, as it is in Twain's, that his 
empiricism differs from the transc~ndentalist's. Me!Ville 
subordinated the ideal to the facts of material history; 
in the primacy of community-observed [sic] lies the per-
' petual and thematic_significance of Ishmael's oft-quoted 
statement that 'a whale-ship was my Yale College and my 
Harvard.' u64 Stern also discusses. the difference between 
Melvilleanism and idealism, (and, bi_induction, trans-
cendentalism) in terms of their approach to, or construc-
tion of, a God: 
, 
For the idealist, the pattern of human history and 
action must be applied from and merged with the ways 
of a God who is discovered by intuition and exalted f, 
contemplation, a God who is independent of the acti-
vities of any given society. For the Melvillean 
naturalist there is no such nod. When 'God' exists, 
he is the product of, not the producer of the body 
63R. w. Short, "Melville as Symbolist," Universit~ 2£. Kansas City Review, XV (1948), 40. 
64stern, Fine Hammered Steel, p. 12. 
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of experience provided by society's activity. 
God is historical existence. As the definition 
1s_r~_f_ine_d 9 ma.n is man's Goel~ an(l the l1istorical 
. actualities man creates are the laws by which he 
is ruled. The powers of heaven, hell, and ear.th 
r 
{ 
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With these analyses of Melville's·thinking held -
in Moby-Dick can not be adequately answered by Professor 
Miller's seemingly simple and direct judgment that Moby-
Dick is "to the end, imp lac ably, defiantly, and unrepen-
tantly Transcendental." The trouble with Professor Miller's 
essay is that it is not elements of Transcendentalism or 
of Moby-Dick that are discussed but, in his own words: 
"the elements manipulated into this critique of trans-
cendentalism are those of the romances ••• of Scott and 
' ' I.. 
Coo~er, of Byron and ••• Goethe, of Rousseau and Jean 
Paul. n66 vlhat is needed in the present study• however, is 
,.~ . 
not a discussion of the "romances," but a comparison of the 
basic elements of Moby-Dick t~ the characteristics of trans-
cendental thought in order to judge if the book is trans--
cendental, or if it is not transcendental • 
.. 
Since Transcendentalism emphasizes the importance of 
65stern, Fine Hammered Steel, p. 7. 
66Mill 146. er, p. 
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the intuitive over the empirical, certRin elements of 
-i1\ ' - • - -- " 4 • ~- -
~1obv-D1.cl<: are rer=1d:tly seen Rs cornpatible ,,,ith Tr~_nscen-
de n +- ~ 1 ·; <"" r"l \,,I ,, ·- -- .:, ; ; • 
- - 7 - - - -. 
--
~-
were, 1'."l i,."' /,Te· ,~ .. V •, 
" an s t·J e r t o i t a.11'' t o r1 an • And it is easv to see that from .., 
exactly the same cause spranr his anti-reli~iouR comnents and 
his neculiarly Pelvillean anti-reli~ious jokes and disruised 
_____ :j-naloP-ies, as we 11 as his oft-repeated statenents of the in--
adequacies of science. But both !lfr. Ste-rn and r'1r. Thomrson 
have, in different ways, pointed to the absolute incon~ruity 
between a central the~e of the novel and a basic characteris-
tic of transcendental thourht. In Tr~nscendentalisM, an 
individual strives for the intuitive insi~ht which he believes 
/ 
will reveal to him the mysteries of spiritual reality, but 
in ~obv-Dick spiritual reality is nepated, or as Mr. Tho~pson 
would have it, inverted. The mood of fate within the novel, 
unlike tl1e ontirristic ''beautiful necessit,7'' of Emerson's 
• L 
67 ~ 
fate, forces the Pequod and her crew, as thou~h truly on 
iron rails, to the profoundly pessimistic denouement, the 
loss of the ship and the death of Ahab. And, as fate pro-
pelled the Pequod and Ahab to inevitable destruction and 
._ 
67Por further discussion of Emerson's 'fate 1 1 
see Carl F. Strat1ch, "Enerson' s Sacred Science," Pf·-1I,A, \ 
LXXIII, #3 (June, 1958), 245. 1, 1, 
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death, so, elsewhere in r1!oby-Dl ck, !1e lvi lle a.nc1lor:ous ly 
· - -·- - __ .;._ ___ -c----- ---~or-t-r-r:-1rs- fate- fcrcinr:--1::~{~ to -tte ult-ina.-tE:l,;· 11r1d r1.-=c-essarii,r it u .. ,Y J 
nes ~;! .. "~ 0 ti0. t0·r-t·)ir1~~t·i (Yl o· r ·his· ct·1e·s·t ·f'o .......... · "KY'l'""'··1 1Pa··('!'(:'l l"'\f' tho .. ._ "~- 1 - ....... 1) .,, __ J ._, _ ......... •-- -.._..._. - ...1£ .... .._ ~ - ~ ,_ ,J_ \..LJ.\._ .. ;V( - L • . ,,._ t..'. ••~ 
... -· ..... ~-····-········-···· ... -· 
-- ........ - .... -·- •'· .. .; .............. - - - - - - ... - - - - - - . 
secrets of the univPrs~. After Ah8b's c0~~2nd tc head the 
- - - - . -
ship off th_~-- t-1in_~~-- ~~~.9 ~hence __ 2:o~_f!£. .. ~-l)e ___ \·1_orl9,_. Isl1rr2.e 1 rumJ:-~--
··· ------· ;._ ... .;. ..... ~ ... ,..,. ·-··--, ................. ,.. 
!· . 
' 
ri at e s ( p • 2 3 6 ) : " Pound t he i,, or 1 d ! The re i s rn u c r1 i n t h a t 
sound to inspire proud feelings; but whereto does all that 
circumnaviration conduct? Only throufh numberless nerils to 
the very point whence we started, where those that we left 
behind secure, ~rere all the time before us." F3ut a ri1ore 
direct statement of the inexplicability of the universe is 
this (p. 487): "Our souls are like those orphans \'lhose 
unwedded mothers die in bearing then: the secret of our 
paternity lies in their frave, and we must there to learn 
1 t I If 
It is this overriding pessimism of Moby-Dick to 
which f·1r. Stern is referring when he observes: "Either all 
creation is promissory of ethical benevolence, as it is for 
the historical Transcendentalist, or it is promissory of 
ethical evil, as it is for the idealistic Ahab. 1168 JIA'elville 
68 
,.. · Stern., "Some Techniques of rj1elville's Percertion," PMLA, LXXIII, #3 (June, 1958), 256. 
-
"I .. .. ... ,,..- - • ''I-' .. • •. • •• ~ • ,. ~ .... ,, ~- • ' " • f" , ·, ••• 
. , 
·aces not portray a world of ethical benevolence in 
______ r,.19~y--:-D_ick_; _at_ best, tt _ :ts a .. ~,orld of_ in<liffer-enog -tc- man. 
and inexplicable by him. 
Based on this eyider1c~ ., ou_r .judyn~_l)_t__of .J~.be 
.,.. _.._........ - . ' ... 
60 
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re·la.tion of Transcendentalisr-1 to r-~oby-Dic1~ r.1ust, i,,.1hile 
. .• .. , . ---··- - . --- .... , . ----·· _..,..._ •---··, £ ... I S.A W . _ .. , 
/ 
ackno1·.rledrinr- parallels, deny that the novel can be referred 
to as transcendental. Perhe.ps., to do !·:elville and r1oby-Dick 
true justice, it should be terned, as f!ir 
. • I Stern wol1ld hRve 
it, no more and no less than the rreatest expression of 
· ·Me 1 vi l leani sm .L-
...... , 
.• 
·1 
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